
Gareth

Good morning everyone and thanks for coming to hear about how we manage private land in central Ontario.
We are brothers, both educated as foresters, working and living at two very different private properties.
Our goal here is to give you some insight into how each company runs its properties.
We’ll run through the business models, and show you lots of photos.
At the end, we’ll hope to answer as many of your questions as we can.
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Gareth

Before we get started, let’s cover some geography. As you can see, we are quite a ways from home, about 18 hours of 
driving.
Both of the properties are within three hours of the centre of the universe (Toronto), and both are right in the heart of 
the Algonquin Region.
It’s right in the middle of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Forest Region, dominated by hardwood with a good conifer mix.
The properties are about 100 km apart, so geographically, this is an apples-to-apples comparison.
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Malcolm

These are the big words that you are going to hear lot of during our presentation. 
Basically, both properties aim to fulfill sustainable multi use private land stewardship. 
These are big words with big meanings but it is the second one that really forms for the basis of our unique comparison 
today.
Multi-use means that you’re looking to more than just resources or recreation – you’re seeking a balance of both to run 
a business and justify land ownership.
We’re going to explore how each of our companies are multi-use, and how they differ in their land management 
practices.
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Malcolm

We’re both very lucky to work with some great partners, and these are just a few of them.
Obviously, we’re proud members of CIF and very grateful to be here today.
Both properties are enrolled in the Managed Forest Tax Incentive Program, which provides tax breaks if properties are 
sustainably managed.
Both properties are members of Forests Ontario, the voice for Ontario’s private landowners.
Haliburton Forest is FSC certified and Limberlost Forest is compliant with the same standards and plans on pursuing FSC 
certification in the near future.
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Malcolm

Let’s kick it off with an obvious comparison: how the forests themselves are managed and the reasons motivating their 
management.
HFWR considers forest management as a core part of its business. We are first and foremost a forestry company.
LFWR focuses on conservation, with limited and conservative forest management activities. It is a conservation company 
that believes forestry can be sustainable.
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Gareth

We’ll talk about the good one (Limberlost Forest) first.
Limberlost Forest conducts fairly limited forestry activities on our main property, which is about 6,000 acres.
Management is generally quite conservative and follows OMNR guidelines as closely as possible, particularly 
treemarking standards.
We like to leave buffers along roadways and harvests are planned and timed to have a minimal impact on recreational 
activities.
In this respect, we’re actually kind of similar to Algonquin Park, which tries to balance logging and recreational use.
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Gareth

As I said, our harvests follow OMNR guidelines pretty closely. 
That means we would manage tolerant hardwood with treemarking, aiming for a residual BA of 18-20 on a rotation of 
20 years.
We cut the worst stems first in the hopes of improving the quality and vigour of the stand over time
I do all the marking myself to ensure that the quality is right where I want it to be.
This is an area that was quite heavily harvested two years ago as a Yellow birch group opening. 
It’s been fairly successful and we walk it about once each year to check out its success.
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Gareth

All of our forest management work is done by a skilled contractor named JC Desjardins.
He does cut-skid using a small cable skidder. Production isn’t necessarily high, but the quality is good, which suits our 
priorities well.
He works with his son-in-law and they are the happiest loggers in the Huntsville area.
JC does his best to recover some of the specialty products for his clients, like this massive burl off a Yellow birch tree.
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Gareth

It is important to us that forest management doesn’t affect recreational uses.
Where harvesting is occurring, 30 meter buffers are left around the lakes but also around trails and roads.
That’s what we’re looking at here, a buffer along a road, which you can see through the trees.
This is partly ecological but also visual, so that the perception of the forest by recreational users is not disturbed.
We aren’t really hiding anything, we’re just not rubbing our forest management in anybody’s face.
It comes down to a question of priorities, something I’ll discuss later.
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Gareth

Even though we don’t do much forest management, we still believe that access is important for land stewardship.
Accordingly, we build about 5 km of roads per year. We expect to continue this for another four years, and then we’ll be 
done building roads.
We work with just one  small contractor who lives near the property; he works alone and regards this as his big 
retirement project / masterpiece.
His road building also isn’t always the most productive, but damn he builds beautiful roads, which require minimal 
subsequent maintenance
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Gareth

Our wood processing facilities are pretty small and simple and focused on self-sufficiency.
We produce firewood to heat all of our rental units, about 500 cords annually, so that we don’t consume propane or 
electricity. This is more sustainable, in our opinion because firewood is the original bioenergy.
We also produce lumber for use within the property on our portable sawmill. We do our best to cut sawlogs out of the 
firewood pile and from trees that are felled in our road building operations. Out of the pine being milled here, we built a 
small but beautiful cabin.
This operation isn’t really for making money as much as reducing costs, being sustainable, and being  efficient about our 
resource use.
And that is really the core of our whole forestry regime – we want to do it right and have a gentle touch.
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Malcolm

Thanks Gareth, now we’ll switch gears to Haliburton Forest.
We consider our forest to be a working forest, and we manage it accordingly. That means that we have year-round
harvesting operations.
In total, we harvest on about 3,000 acres of forest annually out of the 100,000 acres of land that we manage. 
For context, we consider about 60,000 acres of our property to be viable and operable timberland.
This really is the heart and soul of our business and I’ll try to briefly capture that now.
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Malcolm

We use a mix of silvicultural systems, ranging from shelterwood to crop tree release, but about 80% of our harvesting is 
done with single-tree selection.
We have, however, used some experimental approaches involving planting or precommercial thinning, but the 
economics can be tricky.
The photo here shows one of those spots: most of it lacks pine so we’re going to plant a mix of species and see what 
works best. 
We’ll also play with different soil amendments like biochar and ash to see if it helps the seedlings grow.
I like this example because it speaks to the experimental nature of our silviculture program.
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Malcolm

But most of our operations are single-tree selection in tolerant hardwood.
Unlike Limberlost, we implement a form of single-tree selection that is a different from what is prescribed by OMNR.
For example, we cut a heavier: rather than a residual BA of 18-20 m2/ha, we aim for 14-16 m2/ha.
We also try to enter the stands on a rotation of 10-15years, or when the canopy is fully closed.
This is supported by research conducted by numerous partners (myself included).
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Malcolm

We have a mix of harvesting crews. At this moment we’re running with five cut/skid crews and one mechanized crew.
The cut/skid crews use chainsaws to drop the trees and then mid-sized cable skidders to pull them out of the forest.
The mechanized crew is cut-to-length so they use a buncher to drop the trees, a processor to cut them to logs, and then 
a forwarder to bring them out.
The former system does less damage in selection cuts, and the latter is far more efficient in shelterwood cuts.
We try our best to suit the equipment to the terrain, timber, and treatment.
It’s nice because we own the equipment and hire contractors to operate it, so we can really manage them.
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Malcolm

And we specifically try to suit the choicest blocks to the most sensitive crew – the horse logging crew.
We have a full-time horse logging crew that consists of one professional logger, an experienced mentor, an intern, and 
two ill-tempered Percherons horses,
Who butter up a bit if you have some apples.
These guys do virtually no damage and are the premium method of cutting highly productive sites.
They are especially handy to have around recreational areas, as “ambassadors” of forest management.
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Malcolm

A big part of our forest management regime is research. We think it is critical to be studying what is done in order to 
constantly improve.
Acre for acre, we contend that HFWR is actually one of the most researched forests in the world.
A lot of our research is focused on applied forestry… How can we be more efficient, grow more timber, and be more 
profitable, while protecting ecological values?
On the right is our dendrometer plot, where we measure Yellow birch and Sugar maple trees every 15 minutes 
throughout the year. This has been ongoing for 15 years and we have just destructively sampled the trees and are now 
preparing a new, larger plot in a new part of the forest.
This provides us with hugely valuable information how our forests are responding to our management techniques.
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Malcolm

At the end of the day, forest management is the heart and soul of our business.
At its core is a sawmill and wood processing yard, in which we produce lumber, firewood, charcoal, and other products 
as well.
Like most sawmills, this facility just keeps growing as we add more products.
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Malcolm

For example, in addition to rough and green and kiln dried hardwood lumber and firewood,
We now make log homes as well as furniture. We also sort specialty lumber for a major auction, and we have a full 
paddle shop for producing canoeing paddles.
Our forest also works for non-timber forest products like maple syrup, honey, shiitake mushrooms, and much more…
My major point is that we see our role as being to help the forest produce products that form the basis of our business.
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Gareth: In summary, Limberlost Forest treats its forest as a conservation forest. We want most of our property to revert 
to a fully natural state, but we believe in harvesting wood products in certain areas in order to reduce our overall 
environmental impact. However, forest management shouldn’t conflict with recreational uses!

Malcolm: Haliburton Forest treats its forest as a working forest. We expect most of our forest to work for us as 
production timberland, and while we manage it with the most sustainable methods that we know of, we are willing to 
subordinate other human uses like recreation from time to time.
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Gareth

The second comparison relates more to the recreation side of our businesses.
Both properties are private and so we have the right to keep members of the public out, but we don’t at all for a number 
of reasons.
Haliburton Forest is focused on exclusive activities and everybody has to pay to access the property, even for a hike.
Limberlost Forest is focused on providing low-impact experiences to everyone at no charge. As a result of opening the 
gates, we now have very little issue with unpermitted land users (poachers)
These different business models are worth reviewing quickly here.
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Malcolm

I already showed you this quick map of the property, when I was discussing our harvesting activities.
Just looking at this map would imply that we are just one big green timber basket.
But that is only half our business, the other half is tourism, and tourism needs access!
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Malcolm

The same map, but with all the roads and trails inside it… This gives you a better idea of how we are multi-use.
We have more than 350 km of trails and roads that people can use for multiple recreational uses.
It is expensive to maintain this infrastructure and so we share our property with the public who help us with the costs.
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Malcolm

Our most established recreational users are trailer site leases and hunters.
Trailer site leases exist on about 300 sites across the property; they pay an annual fee and get an exclusive site on a lake.
Most of them date back to the 1970s/1980s.
Hunters pay a fee per acre and get the right to maintain a hunt camp/club house and to hunt the property during 
hunting season. 
We have 25 hunt clubs now and most of them have over 3,000 acres leased.
To ensure a safe and enjoyable hunt, we kick everyone else out of the property during the hunt… It makes for a unique 
experience!
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Malcolm

But we also have lots of day users, who come to use our facilities for just the day or they stay over and use our 
accommodations.
Over 1,500 people participate in these tours each year, making it a rewarding business for us.
For example, Canopy Tours are very popular in the summer – it is a walk through the forest canopy and provides a totally 
different view of the forest.
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Malcolm

Another very popular one is our Wolf Centre. 
We have a captive wolf pack in a 15 acre enclosure that can be observed through a two-way mirror observation deck.
Some days more than 250 people visit the Wolf Centre, which is a big crowd for Haliburton!
The Wolf Centre is used both for research purposes as well as a tourist destination.
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Malcolm

For the more adventures day-trippers, we offer dog sledding. 
Throughout the year, we maintain a pack of 135 Siberian huskies.
Some people prefer snowmobiling to dogsledding, and we offer the largest private snowmobiling operation in the world. 
People purchase seasonal passes to use our trails, which we groom 24/7 during the winter. 
A unique aspect of our snowmobiling is that we cap the number of users at 100 per day – that’s 1 rider for every 1,000 
acres!
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Malcolm

For our guests, we offer nice but simple accommodations at our Base Camp, as well as campsites throughout the 
property.
We also maintain a restaurant right at the Base Camp that serves guests and caters to large groups like weddings or 
government/corporate groups.
But generally, one could say that our recreational business is somewhat high end, fairly capital intensive, and definitely 
pay-to-play.
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Gareth

Our tourism business is a bit more low-key at Limberlost Forest. But there are some similarities, which I’ll talk about 
first.
A major similarity is that we also have hunt clubs who use the property during the hunting seasons. 
These guys pay for the right to hunt the land on an acreage rate, like Haliburton Forest.  Basically, it helps us pay the 
taxes.
Why am I showing you a picture of turtle here? Because I forgot to send Malcolm a picture of happy hunters at 
Limberlost Forest.
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Gareth

We also have accommodations, but we try to keep them all next to lakes, mostly on the sites of old dilapidated shacks 
that we rebuild.
Our accommodations range from very comfortable chalets to rustic bush cabins… Something for everybody!
There are about 15 cabins on the property on lakes, plus a few campsites without any structures. We’re actually quite 
busy throughout the year, which is nice.
This is really the core source of income for the company: off of the accommodations, we are able to keep the whole 
business viable.
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Gareth

A lot of folks come to Limberlost Forest to go fishing – that’s one of our big attractions, and allows us to run a solid 
accommodations business.
Anyway, most of our cabins are on private lakes, and people really enjoy having that exclusive lake-based fishing 
experience. 
It’s somewhat unique for Muskoka and allows us to run a fairly success accommodations business.
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Gareth

So that deals with the “pay to play” part of our business model, which is pretty small.
The rest of it is really focused on sharing the property with the public at large.
For example, we’re pretty unique in that anybody can enter the property for free at any time – they just need to respect 
our rules and sign a safety waiver.
The gate is always open, literally and figuratively. People usually drive in, get a map, park and then go for a hike.
We love having visitors on the property, whether they have paid and rented a cabin, or are just visiting for the day.
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Gareth

The trails are all built by hand and most of them are restored from old trails that date back to the 1920s.
Malcolm and I were actually indentured servants at Limberlost between the ages of 6 and 16 who had to work on the 
trails with our father.
When we each turned 16, we were allowed to drive the tractor and other equipment… And we haven’t really worked on 
the trails ever since!
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Gareth

Sometimes our father and his partner, Diane, can get pretty fancy with the trail building.
Lots of people love coming by year after year to see what new trails have been built, and how old trails have been 
improved.
Like all members of the public, you’re welcome to visit as well!
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Gareth

The trails get used by a lot of locals and cottagers but also by educational groups and non-profits.
This group is from Trails Youth Initiatives, an organization that brings inner-city kids to wilderness areas.
They come up to Limberlost Forest twice annually and are usually found hiking on the trails.
This really gets to our fundamental philosophy about sharing the land wherever possible.
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Gareth

In addition to the trails, people often use the property for snowshoeing, cross country skiing, and other non-motorized 
uses.
It is probably important to note that we don’t allow ATVing or recreational snowmobiling on the property.
We like it to be quiet and low-impact, and so do our guests and friends in the community.
This is quite different from Haliburton Forest, where motorized use is common and encouraged.
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Malcolm: Haliburton Forest runs a fairly intense outdoor experience and tourism program. We offer high end 
experiences almost always with professional guides and interpreters, and our guests pay to enjoy them. We also share 
them with members of the public who can’t afford to pay, but this is a core business for us at the end of the day.

Gareth: Limberlost Forest runs a low cost and low-key tourism operation focused on self-guided hiking and recreational 
visits that cost nothing. The hiking trails are built because we philosophically believe in sharing the land with the public 
in a sustainable and recreational way. But we do try to run a viable business through the accommodations and related 
activities like fishing and hunting. 

Which way is better?
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Malcolm

We are two different companies with different land bases and very different business models. 
Both seem to work just fine , both forests are sustainable, and we share a lot of the same customers and clients.
But allow me to admit that we’ve only covered the good stuff today. We also face a lot of challenges and business can 
be really tough sometimes. We’re still figuring out how to make our respective business models work in a way that is 
sustainable and economically viable.
With that said, the key message remains the same:
Haliburton Forest is at heart a forestry company who runs an intense outdoor experience business.
Limberlost Forest is at heart a conservation company who runs an accessible experience business.
Both believe in forest management, forestry, and sharing the land.
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Gareth

In other words, we are both sustainable multi use private land stewardship companies. We just sit along a broad 
spectrum with each of these concepts. 
To be honest, this presentation just summarizes some discussions that Malcolm and I usually have over beers.
It has been exciting to share it with you, especially in this context, at this fascinating conference in beautiful 
northwestern Ontario.
We hope you found our presentation and comparison of these two businesses to be interesting,
Thanks for your attention and now we would be happy to take your questions!
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